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Abstract
Let Md(k) denote the space of (d ×d)-matrices with coefficients in an algebraically closed field k.
Let X be an orbit closure in the product [Md(k)]t equipped with the action of the general linear group
GLd(k) by simultaneous conjugation. We show that X is regular at any point y such that the orbit of
y has codimension one in X. The proof uses mainly the representation theory of associative algebras.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and the main results
Throughout the paper, k denotes an algebraically closed field and by an algebra we mean
an associative k-algebra with an identity. Let d and t be positive integers. The points of
[Md(k)]t correspond to the algebra homomorphisms from the free algebra k〈X1, . . . ,Xt 〉
to Md (k), or equivalently, to the left k〈X1, . . . ,Xt 〉-modules with underlying vector
space kd . Furthermore, the isomorphism classes of d-dimensional left k〈X1, . . . ,Xt 〉-
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GLd(k) via
g  (m1, . . . ,mt ) =
(
gm1g
−1, . . . , gmtg−1
)
.
Now let A be a finitely generated algebra and a1, . . . , at be some generators, for a pos-
itive integer t . Then we get an isomorphism A  k〈X1, . . . ,Xt 〉/I , where I is a two-sided
ideal. Consequently, the set moddA(k) of left A-modules with underlying vector space kd
can be identified with the GLd(k)-invariant closed subset of [Md(k)]t consisting of t-tuples
(m1, . . . ,mt ) such that ρ(m1, . . . ,mt ) is the zero matrix for any (noncommutative) poly-
nomial ρ in I . The affine variety moddA(k) is called a module variety and depends on the
choice of generators of A only up to a GLd(k)-equivariant isomorphism. We shall denote
by OM the GLd(k)-orbit of a module M in moddA(k), and the closure of OM with respect
to the Zariski topology will be denoted by OM . The main result of the paper solves the
open problem posed by Bongartz in [5, §6.2, p. 598].
Theorem 1.1. Let M and N be points in moddA(k) such that N belongs to OM and
dimOM − dimON = 1. Then the variety OM is regular at N .
Let M be a module in moddA(k), where A is a representation finite algebra, that is, there
are only finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules in modA. Then
OM contains only finitely many GLd (k)-orbits and hence we get the following result:
Corollary 1.2. Let A be a representation finite algebra and d be a positive integer. Then
the closures of GLd (k)-orbits in moddA(k) are regular in codimension one.
We also know that such orbit closures are unibranch, by [11], but we do not know if they
are normal. The orbit closures in moddA(k) are normal and Cohen–Macaulay provided A is
the path algebra of a Dynkin quiver of type An or Dn [6], or A is a Brauer tree algebra [9].
We shall show in Section 2 that Theorem 1.1 follows from the following fact.
Theorem 1.3. Let 0 → Z
(
f˜
g˜
)
−−−−→ Z⊕Y (f˜ ,−h˜)−−−−−→ Z → 0 be a nonsplittable exact sequence
of finite dimensional left A-modules with Z indecomposable. Then dimk EndA(Z) −
dimk EndA(Y ) > 1.
We obtain from the above exact sequence two A-endomorphisms x = g˜h˜ and y = g˜f˜ h˜
of the module Y . These endomorphisms satisfy the relations xy = yx and x3 = y2, which
allows to consider EndA(Y ) as a bimodule over the ring R = k[x, y]/(x3 − y2). Section 3
is devoted to the study of properties of modules and bimodules over the ring R related to
the existence of their finite free resolutions. Results obtained there will be used in Section 4
to study the bimodule EndA(Y ), leading to the proof of Theorem 1.3. Section 5 provides
some consequences of Theorem 1.1 and additional remarks.
For basic background on the representation theory of algebras we refer to [2] and [8].
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Throughout the section, A is a finitely generated algebra and modA denotes the cate-
gory of finite dimensional left A-modules. Furthermore, we abbreviate dimk HomA(X,Y )
to [X,Y ], for any modules X and Y in modA.
Lemma 2.1. Let σ : 0 → U f→ W g→ V → 0 be an exact sequence in modA and X be a
module in modA. Then
(1) [U ⊕ V,X]  [W,X] and the equality holds if and only if any homomorphism in
HomA(U,X) factors through f ;
(2) [X,U ⊕ V ]  [X,W ] and the equality holds if and only if any homomorphism in
HomA(X,V ) factors through g.
Proof. (1) follows from the induced exact sequence
0 → HomA(V,X) HomA(g,X)−−−−−−−−→ HomA(W,X) HomA(f,X)−−−−−−−−→ HomA(U,X)
and (2) follows by duality. 
Lemma 2.2. Let σ : 0 → U f→ W g→ V → 0 be an exact sequence in modA. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(1) the sequence σ splits;
(2) W is isomorphic to U ⊕ V ;
(3) [U ⊕ V,U ] = [W,U ];
(4) [V,U ⊕ V ] = [V,W ].
Proof. Clearly the condition (1) implies (2), and the condition (2) implies (3) and (4).
Applying Lemma 2.1 we get that (3) implies that the endomorphism 1U factors through f ,
which means that f is a section and (1) holds. Similarly, it follows from (4) that g is a
retraction and (1) holds. 
Throughout the section, M and N are two modules in moddA(k) such that N ∈OM and
dimOM − dimON = 1. Applying [10, Theorem 1] we get modules Z, T and the exact
sequences in modA
0 → Z f→ Z ⊕ M g→ N → 0, (2.1)
0 → N f
′
→ T ⊕M g
′
→ T → 0. (2.2)
Lemma 2.3. [M,M] = [M,N] = [N,M] = [N,N] − 1.
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group of the A-module M and the latter is open in the vector space EndA(M), then
dimOM = dim GLd(k)−[M,M]. Similarly, dimON = dim GLd (k)−[N,N], which gives
[M,M] = [N,N] − 1. Applying Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 to the sequences (2.1) and (2.2) we
get the inequalities
[M,M] [N,M] < [N,N] and [M,M] [M,N] < [N,N].
Now the claim follows easily. 
Let rad(−,−) denote the two-sided ideal of the functor
HomA(−,−) : modA × modA → modk
generated by the nonisomorphisms between indecomposable modules. From now on, we
assume that f belongs to rad(Z,Z ⊕ M). In fact, if this is not the case, then f is of the
form
( f ′ 0
0 f ′′
)
:Z′ ⊕Z′′ → Z′ ⊕ (Z′′ ⊕M), where f ′ is an isomorphism and f ′′ belongs to
rad(Z′′,Z′′ ⊕ M). Consequently, the exact sequence (2.1) has the form
0 → Z′ ⊕Z′′
(f ′ 0
0 f ′′
)
−−−−−−→ Z′ ⊕ (Z′′ ⊕M) (0,g
′′)−−−−−→ N → 0
and we can replace it by the exact sequence
0 → Z′′ f
′′
→ Z′′ ⊕M g
′′
→ N → 0.
Lemma 2.4. There is an open neighbourhood U of f in HomA(Z,Z ⊕ M) such that for
any f ′ in U either f ′ is a section, or f ′ = jf i for some A-endomorphisms i and j of Z
and Z ⊕ M , respectively.
Proof. We first recall a construction described in [11] for the module X = Z ⊕ M . Let
c = [X,M]. The natural action of GLd(k) on the space Homk(X, kd) induces canonically
an action of GLd (k) on the Grassmann variety Grass(Homk(X, kd), c) of c-dimensional
subspaces of the vector space Homk(X, kd). We consider the GLd (k)-variety
C = moddA(k)× Grass
(
Homk
(
X,kd
)
, c
)
,
and its one special GLd (k)-orbit
OMX =
{(
M ′,HomA
(
X,M ′
)); M ′ ∈OM}.
Let π :OMX → OM denote the restriction of the projection of C on moddA(k). Now we
want to construct a special regular morphism from an open subset of HomA(Z,X) to OMX
in a similar way as in the proof of [7, Proposition 3.4]. Let e = dimk Z. By choos-
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e+d
A (k).
Then the elements of HomA(Z,X) can be considered as ((e + d) × e)-matrices. We
choose an ((e + d) × d)-matrix b such that the matrix (f, b) is invertible. Observe that
dimk coker(HomA(X,f ′)) = c for any injective homomorphism f ′ :Z → Z ⊕ M . Let
w1, . . . ,wc be elements of EndA(X) ⊆ Me+d (k) whose residue classes form a basis of
coker(HomA(X,f )). It is easy to see that there is an open neighbourhood V of f in
HomA(Z,X) such that the matrix [f ′, b] is invertible (in particular f ′ is injective) and
the residue classes of w1, . . . ,wc form a basis of coker(HomA(X,f ′)), for any homomor-
phism f ′ ∈ V . Let f ′ ∈ V , g = [f ′, b] and write g−1 = [ g′
g′′
]
, where g′ consists of the first
e-rows of g−1. Then g−1  X = [ Z W0 N ′ ], that is, N ′ is a module in moddA(k) and
0 → Z f
′
→ X g
′′
→ N ′ → 0
is an exact sequence in modA. We conclude from the induced exact sequence
0 → HomA(X,Z) HomA(X,f
′)−−−−−−−−−→ HomA(X,X) HomA(X,g
′′)−−−−−−−−−→ HomA
(
X,N ′
)
that g′′(w1), . . . , g′′(wc) form a basis of the image Im(HomA(X,g′′)). Hence we get a
regular morphism Θ :V → C sending f ′ to (N ′, Im(HomA(X,g′′))). If f ′ ∈ V is a section,
then N ′ ∈OM and Im(HomA(X,g′′)) = HomA(X,N ′), and consequently, Θ(f ′) belongs
to the orbitOMX . Since the sections in V form an open subset of the irreducible set V , then
the image of Θ is contained in OMX . On the other hand, if f ′ ∈ V is not a section, then
N ′ is not isomorphic to M , which implies that Θ(f ′) belongs to the boundary ∂OMX =
OMX \OMX of OMX . Since dim ∂OMX < dimOMX = dimOM = dimON + 1, the inverse
image π−1(ON) is a finite (disjoint) union of GLd(k)-orbits and each of them is open in
∂OMX . Let O1 denote the one containing Θ(f ). Then OMX ∪ O1 is an open subset of
OMX , and consequently, U = Θ−1(OMX ∪O1) is an open subset of V .
Assume that Θ(f ′) = (N ′, Im(HomA(X,g′′))) belongs to O1. Then N ′ = h  N and
Im(HomA(X,g′′)) = h  Im(HomA(X,g)) for some element h in GLd(k). Hence h :N →
N ′ is an A-isomorphism and Im(HomA(X,g′′)) = Im(HomA(X,hg)). In particular, hg =
g′′j for some j ∈ EndA(X). Thus we obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows
0 Z
f
i′
X
g
j
N
h
0
0 Z
f ′
X
g′′
N ′ 0.
Since h is an isomorphism, the sequence
0 → Z
(f
i′
)
−−−−→ X ⊕Z (j,−f
′)−−−−−→ X → 0
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( f
i′
)
is a section, by Lemma 2.2. The same is true for the
endomorphism i ′, as f belongs to rad(Z,X). Hence i ′ is an isomorphism and f ′ = jf i ,
where i = (i ′)−1. 
Let radA(X) denote the Jacobson radical of a module X in modA and let rad(E) denote
the Jacobson radical of an algebra E. Then rad(EndA(X)) = rad(X,X) for any module X
in modA. Moreover, if X is indecomposable, then the algebra EndA(X) is local with the
maximal ideal rad(X,X) consisting of the nilpotent endomorphisms of X and there is a
decomposition EndA(X) = k · 1X ⊕ rad(X,X).
Lemma 2.5. The module Z is indecomposable, [N,Z] = [M,Z] + 1 and any radical en-
domorphism of Z factors through f .
Proof. Suppose that Z = Z1 ⊕Z2 for two nonzero modules Z1 and Z2. Since f belongs to
rad(Z1 ⊕Z2,Z1 ⊕Z2 ⊕M), then the map f + t ·1Z1 :Z → Z⊕M is not a section, for any
t ∈ k. Applying Lemma 2.4, we get f + t · 1Z1 = jf i for some t 
= 0 and endomorphisms
i and j . Since f belongs to rad(Z,Z ⊕ M), the same holds for f + t · 1Z1 and t · 1Z1 , a
contradiction. Therefore the module Z is indecomposable.
Let E = EndA(Z). We have the induced exact sequence in modE
0 → HomA(N,Z) HomA(g,Z)−−−−−−−−−→ HomA(Z ⊕ M,Z) HomA(f,Z)−−−−−−−−−→ HomA(Z,Z).
Then the image of α = HomA(f,Z) is contained in rad(E) = rad(Z,Z) as f belongs to
rad(Z,Z ⊕M). It remains to show the reverse inclusion, which means that the restriction
α′ : HomA(Z ⊕M,Z) → rad(E)
of α is surjective. Since the image of α′ is an E-submodule and radE(rad(E)) = rad2(E),
it suffices to show that the composition
β : HomA(Z ⊕M,Z) → rad(E)/ rad2(E)
of α′ followed by a quotient is surjective.
Let h ∈ rad(E). Observe that f + t · ( h0 ) belongs to rad(Z,Z ⊕ M) for any t ∈ k.
Applying Lemma 2.4 we get f + t · ( h0 )= jf i for some t 
= 0 and endomorphisms i and j .
Then we have the equality (1Z,0)f + t ·h = j ′f i in E, where j ′ = (1Z,0)j :Z⊕M → Z.
We decompose i = c · 1Z + i ′, where c ∈ k and i ′ ∈ rad(E). Since j ′f belongs to rad(E),
then j ′f i − cj ′f belongs to rad2(E). Altogether, we conclude that
h+ rad2(E) = t−1 · (cj ′ − (1Z,0))f + rad2(E) = β(ct−1j ′ − (t−1 · 1Z,0)),
which finishes the proof. 
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and g = (g1, g2). Then the square
Z
f2
f1
M
−g2
Z
g1
N
(2.3)
is exact, that is, it is a pushout and a pull-back. Furthermore f1 is nilpotent.
Lemma 2.6. Let j be a positive integer such that (f1)j = 0. Then any radical endomor-
phism of Z factors through (f1, b) :Z ⊕Mj → Z for some A-homomorphism b.
Proof. Let e′ be an element of EndA(Z). Applying Lemma 2.5 we obtain a decomposition
e′ = λ · 1Z + a′f1 + b′f2
for some scalar λ ∈ k and A-homomorphisms a′ :Z → Z and b′ :M → Z. Let e be a
radical endomorphism of Z. Using the above j times, we get
e =
j−1∑
i=0
λi · (f1)i + bif2(f1)i .
Since the endomorphism e is radical then λ0 = 0. Hence we get the claim for b =
(b0, . . . , bj−1). 
Proposition 2.7. Assume that Theorem 1.3 holds. Then [Z,M] = [Z,N].
Proof of Proposition 2.7. Suppose that [Z,M] 
= [Z,N]. We divide the proof into several
steps.
Step 1. g1 factors through f =
( f1
f2
)
.
Proof. Applying Lemma 2.1 for X = Z and the sequence (2.1) we get a homomorphism u
in HomA(Z,N) which does not factor through g. Furthermore, we may assume that uf1
factors through g as f1 is nilpotent. Hence
uf1 = g1a1 + g2a2 (2.4)
for some A-homomorphisms a1 :Z → Z and a2 :Z → M . The homomorphism a2 factors
through f , by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.1 applied for X = M and the sequence (2.1). We decom-
pose the endomorphism a1 = λ · 1Z + a′1, where λ ∈ k and a′1 belongs to rad(Z,Z). By
Lemma 2.5, a′1 also factors through f , and consequently,
a1 = λ · 1Z + b1,1f1 + b1,2f2, a2 = b2,1f1 + b2,2f2
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(2.4) we get
λ · g1 = (u− g1b1,1 − g2b2,1)f1 + (−g1b1,2 − g2b2,2)f2. (2.5)
Suppose that λ = 0. Then it follows from the exactness of (2.3) that
u− g1b1,1 − g2b2,1 = cg1
for some A-endomorphism c :N → N . We know that [N,N]−[N,M] = 1, by Lemma 2.3.
We conclude from the induced exact sequence
0 → HomA(N,Z) HomA(N,f )−−−−−−−−−→ HomA(N,Z ⊕M) HomA(N,g)−−−−−−−−−→ HomA(N,N)
that HomA(N,N) = k · 1N ⊕ Im(HomA(N,g)). Hence c = µ · 1N + g1d1 + g2d2 for some
µ ∈ k and A-homomorphisms d1 and d2. Consequently, the homomorphism
u = g1(b1,1 +µ · 1Z + d1g1)+ g2(b2,1 + d2g1)
factors through g = (g1, g2), a contradiction. Thus λ 
= 0 and the equality (2.5) shows that
g1 factors through f =
( f1
f2
)
. 
Hence the exact square (2.3) divides into two exact squares
Z
u
f1
W
x
(w1
w2
)
M
−g2
Z
(f1
f2
)
Z ⊕M (y1,y2) N.
(2.6)
Step 2. The homomorphism w2 :W → M is a retraction and the inequality [Z,Z ⊕ M] −
[Z,W ] 1 holds.
Proof. Applying Lemma 2.1 for X = M and the exact squares (2.6), we get that the inte-
gers
[M,Z ⊕M] − [M,W ] and [M,W ⊕ N] − [M,M2 ⊕ Z]
are nonnegative. By Lemma 2.3, their sum equals [M,N]−[M,M] = 0. Hence these num-
bers are zero and any map in HomA(M,Z ⊕ M) factors through
( f1 w1
f2 w2
)
, by Lemma 2.1
applied for X = M and the left square in (2.6). Consequently, any map in HomA(M,Z)
factors through (f1,w1) while any endomorphism in EndA(M) factors through (f2,w2).
In particular, (f2,w2) is a retraction and the same holds for w2, as f2 belongs to rad(Z,M).
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(
Z,
( f1 w1
f2 w2
))
in the induced exact sequence
0 → HomA(Z,Z) → HomA(Z,Z ⊕W) α→ HomA(Z,Z ⊕ M).
Hence the inequality [Z,Z ⊕ M] − [Z,W ]  1 will be a consequence of the fact that
rad(Z,Z) is contained in the image of the map
HomA
(
Z, (f1,w1)
)
: HomA(Z,Z ⊕ W) → HomA(Z,Z).
The latter follows from Lemma 2.6 and the fact that any homomorphism in HomA(M,Z⊕
M) factors through (f1,w1). 
Consequently, we can decompose W = Y ⊕ M for some A-module Y , such that w2 =
(0,1M) :Y ⊕ M → M .
Step 3. There is a nonsplittable exact sequence in modA of the form
0 → Z
(
f˜
g˜
)
−−−−→ Z ⊕ Y (f˜ ,−h˜)−−−−−→ Z → 0. (2.7)
Proof. We decompose u = ( u1u2 ) :Z → Y ⊕ M and w1 = (v1, v2) :Y ⊕ M → Z. We con-
clude from (2.6) the exactness of the upper row in the diagram
0 Z
(f1
u1
u2
)
Z ⊕ Y ⊕ M
(f1 −v1 −v2
f2 0 −1
)
( 1 0 0
0 1 0
−f2 0 1
)
Z ⊕M
(1 −v2
0 −1
)
0
0 Z
(
f1
u1
0
)
Z ⊕ Y ⊕ M
(
f1−v2f2 −v1 0
0 0 1
)
Z ⊕M 0
(2.8)
In particular, f2f1 − u2 = 0, which implies that the diagram (2.8) is commutative. Since
the maps corresponding to vertical arrows are isomorphisms, the bottom row is exact as
well. It follows from the construction of the squares (2.6) that f2 = xu. We decompose
x = (x1, x2) :Y ⊕ M → M . Then
f2 = x1u1 + x2u2 = x1u1 + x2f2f1,
and consequently,
f1 − v2f2 = (1Z − v2x2f2)f1 − v2x1u1.
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Then
f1 − v2f2 = af1 + abu1,
where b = −a−1v2x1. The exactness of the bottom row in the diagram (2.8) implies the
exactness of the upper row in the commutative diagram
0 Z
(f1
u1
)
Z ⊕ Y (af1+abu1,−v1)
(1 b
0 1
)
Z
(a−1)
0
0 Z
(f1+bu1
u1
)
Z ⊕ Y (f1+bu1,−h˜) Z 0
where h˜ = a−1v1 + f1b + bu1b. Since the maps corresponding to the vertical arrows are
isomorphisms, the bottom row is also exact. Setting f˜ = f1 + bu1 and g˜ = u1 we get the
exact sequence (2.7). Suppose that the sequence (2.7) splits. Since f˜ = a−1f1 − a−1v2f2
belongs to rad(Z,Z), then g˜ :Z → Y is a section and h˜ is a retraction. Hence both of
them are isomorphisms as dimk Y = dimk Z. Consequently, f˜ f˜ = h˜g˜ is an isomorphism,
a contradiction. Therefore the exact sequence (2.7) does not split. 
The right square in (2.6) leads to the exact sequence
0 → Y ⊕M
(x1 x2
v1 v2
0 1
)
−−−−−−→ M ⊕ Z ⊕M (g2,y1,y2)−−−−−−−−→ N → 0,
which implies the exactness of the sequence
0 → Y
(x1
v1
)
−−−−→ M ⊕ Z (g2,y1)−−−−−→ N → 0. (2.9)
Step 4. [Z,Z] − [Y,Y ] = 1.
Proof. We claim that [Z,Y ] = [Y,Y ]. Assume first that the exact sequence (2.9) splits.
Since the sequence (2.7) does not split, then Y is not isomorphic to Z. Hence v1 belongs
to rad(Y,Z), as Z is indecomposable and dimk Z = dimk Y . This implies that x1 :Y → M
is a section. In particular, M is isomorphic to Y ⊕ Y ′ for some A-module Y ′. Applying
Lemma 2.1 to (2.7) we get [Y,Y ] [Z,Y ] and [Y,Y ′] [Z,Y ′], and applying it to (2.9)
we get [M ⊕ Z,M] [Y ⊕N,M]. Consequently,
0 [Z,Y ] − [Y,Y ] [Z,M] − [Y,M] [N,M] − [M,M] = 0,
by Lemma 2.3.
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[M,Y ⊕N] [M,M ⊕ Z], [N,Z] [N,Y ],
[Y ⊕ N,Y ] > [M ⊕Z,Y ], [Z,Y ] [Y,Y ],
by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 applied to the sequences (2.7) and (2.9). From Lemmas 2.3 and
2.5 we get [M,M] = [M,N], [N,Z] − [M,Z] = 1 and hence
0 [Z,Y ] − [Y,Y ] [N,Y ] − [M,Y ] − 1

([N,Z] − [M,Z] − 1)+ ([M,Z] − [M,Y ]) [M,N] − [M,M] = 0,
which proves the claim.
By Step 2, we get [Z,Z]− [Z,Y ] 1. But [Z,Z] > [Z,Y ], by Step 3 and Lemmas 2.1
and 2.2. Therefore [Z,Z] − [Y,Y ] = [Z,Z] − [Z,Y ] = 1. 
Steps 3 and 4 give a contradiction with Theorem 1.3. This finishes the proof of Propo-
sition 2.7. 
Deduction of Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 1.3. Applying Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 2.7
we get [Z ⊕ M,M] = [Z ⊕ M,N]. Then the variety OM is regular at the point N , by
[11, Proposition 2.2].
3. Bimodules over k[x,y]/(x3 − y2)
Let R = k[m2,m3] denote the subalgebra of the polynomial ring k[m] in a formal vari-
able m. We say that a left R-module M has property [P1] if the sequence
(
M
M
) (m3 −m2
m4 −m3
)
·
−−−−−−−−→
(
M
M
) (m3 −m2
m4 −m3
)
·
−−−−−−−−→
(
M
M
)
is exact. We shall see later (Corollary 5.3) that this is equivalent to the fact that M has a
free resolution of finite length. Dually, we say that a right R-module M has property [P1′]
if the sequence
(
M M
) ·( m3 m4−m2 −m3 )−−−−−−−−→ (M M ) ·
(
m3 m4
−m2 −m3
)
−−−−−−−−→ (M M )
is exact. Observe that m= (m2,m3) is a maximal ideal of R.
832 G. Zwara / Journal of Algebra 283 (2005) 821–848Lemma 3.1. Let M be a submodule of a left free R-module. If M has property [P1] then it
is free.
Proof. Let {bs}s∈S be a set of elements of M whose residue classes form a linear basis of
M/mM . We want to show that this set is a basis of the R-module M . Since M is contained
in a free R-module W then
⋂
i1
miM ⊆
⋂
i1
miW = {0}.
By Nakayama’s lemma, the elements bs , s ∈ S generate the R-module M .
Assume that
∑
s∈S rsbs = 0, where all but a finite number of elements rs ∈ R are zero.
We decompose rs = as,0 +∑i2 as,imi , s ∈ S, where as,i are scalars in k. It follows from
the definition of bs , s ∈ S that as,0 = 0 for any s ∈ S. We have to show that rs = 0 for
any s ∈ S, which means that as,i = 0 for any s ∈ S and i  2. Suppose this is not the case
and let j  2 denote the minimal integer such that there is some s0 ∈ S with as0,j 
= 0.
Then
0 = m3
(∑
s∈S
(∑
ij
as,im
i
)
bs
)
= mj
(∑
s∈S
(∑
i3
as,j+i−3mi
)
bs
)
.
Since M is contained in a free R-module, mj is not a zero divisor in M . Consequently,
∑
s∈S
(∑
i3
as,j+i−3mi
)
bs = 0.
Then m3x ′ −m2x ′′ = 0 for
x ′ =
∑
s∈S
as,jbs and x ′′ = −
∑
s∈S
(∑
i2
as,j+i−1mi
)
bs.
Moreover,
0 = m3(m3x ′ −m2x ′′)= m2(m4x ′ −m3x ′′).
Since m2 is not a zero divisor in M and M has property [P1], we get
(
m3 −m2
m4 −m3
)(
x ′
x ′′
)
=
(
0
0
)
and
(
m3 −m2
m4 −m3
)(
y ′
y ′′
)
=
(
x ′
x ′′
)
for some y ′, y ′′ ∈ M . Therefore x ′ belongs to mM , and consequently, as,j = 0 for
any s ∈ S. This gives a contradiction with the choice of j and hence the module M
is free. 
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M M
)
and consider the maps
ξ :N
(
m3 −m2
m4 −m3
)
·
−−−−−−−−−→ N and η :N
·
(
m3 m4
−m2 −m3
)
−−−−−−−−−→ N,
given by left and right, respectively, multiplications of N by (2×2)-matrices. Observe that
ξξ = ηη = 0 and ξη = ηξ . We say that M has property [P2] if the sequence
N
ξη−−−→ N
( ξ
η
)
−−−−→ N ⊕ N
is exact. In fact, we shall see (Corollary 5.2) that property [P2] is equivalent to the fact that
the bimodule M has a free resolution of finite length.
Lemma 3.2. Let N = (M M
M M
)
, where M is an R-R-bimodule having property [P2]. Then
M has properties [P1] and [P1′], and the following sequence is exact:
N ⊕ N (ξ η )−−−−→ N ξη−−−→ N
( ξ
η
)
−−−−→ N ⊕N
( ξ 0
η −ξ
0 η
)
−−−−−−−−→ N ⊕N ⊕ N. (3.1)
Proof. Observe that M has property [P1] if and only if the sequence
N
ξ→ N ξ→ N
is exact. We take n ∈ N such that ξ(n) = 0 and set n1 = η(n). Then ξ(n1) = η(n1) = 0,
which implies that n1 = ηξ(n2) for some n2 ∈ N . Let n3 = n − ξ(n2). Then ξ(n3) =
η(n3) = 0, which gives n3 = ξη(n4) for some n4 ∈ N . Consequently, n = ξ(n2 + η(n4)).
This shows that the sequence N ξ→ N ξ→ N is exact. By a similar diagram chasing, one can
get the exactness of the sequences N η→ N η→ N and (3.1), which proves the claim. 
Lemma 3.3. Let 0 → M1 → M2 → M3 → 0 be an exact sequence of R-R-bimodules.
If two of the bimodules M1, M2 and M3 have property [P2], then the third one has as
well.
Proof. Assume that 0 → M1 → M2 → M3 → 0 is an exact sequence of R-R-bimodules.
Then we get the exact sequence 0 → N1 → N2 → N3 → 0, where
Ni =
(
Mi Mi
M M
)
for i = 1,2,3.i i
834 G. Zwara / Journal of Algebra 283 (2005) 821–848We apply Lemma 3.2 and consider the commutative diagram with exact rows
(N2)
2
( ξ η )
(N3)2
( ξ η )
0
0 N1
ξη
N2
ξη
N3
ξη
0
0 N1
( ξ
η
)
N2
( ξ
η
)
N3
( ξ
η
)
0
0 (N1)2( ξ 0
η −ξ
0 η
) (N2)
2
( ξ 0
η −ξ
0 η
) (N3)
2 0
0 (N1)3 (N2)3.
If two of the bimodules M1, M2 and M3 have property [P2] then the corresponding two
columns are exact. Hence we get the exactness in the middle of the third column, which
means that the third bimodule has also property [P2]. 
Lemma 3.4. Any free R-R-bimodule has property [P2].
Proof. Let M be a free R-R-bimodule and choose a basis {bs}s∈S . Assume that x1,1, x1,2,
x2,1 and x2,2 are elements in M such that(
m3 −m2
m4 −m3
)(
x1,1 x1,2
x2,1 x2,2
)
=
(
0 0
0 0
)
and
(
x1,1 x1,2
x2,1 x2,2
)(
m3 m4
−m2 −m3
)
=
(
0 0
0 0
)
. (3.2)
We decompose
xp,q =
∑
s∈S
∑
i0
i 
=1
∑
j0
j 
=1
a
p,q
s,i,jm
ibsm
j , p, q = 1,2,
where all but a finite number of scalars ap,qs,i,j in k are zero. We conclude from (3.2) that
a
1,1
s,i,j = a1,2s,i,j+1 = a2,1s,i+1,j = a2,2s,i+1,j+1 for s ∈ S, i, j  2,
and the remaining scalars ap,qs,i,j are zero. If we set
y1,1 =
∑
s∈S
a
1,1
s,3,3bs, y1,2 = −
∑
s∈S
∑
j0
a
1,1
s,3,j+2bsm
j ,j 
=1
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∑
s∈S
∑
i0
i 
=1
a
1,1
s,i+2,3m
ibs, y2,2 =
∑
s∈S
∑
i0
i 
=1
∑
j0
j 
=1
a
1,1
s,i+2,j+2m
ibsm
j ,
then (
x1,1 x1,2
x2,1 x2,2
)
=
(
m3 −m2
m4 −m3
)(
y1,1 y1,2
y2,1 y2,2
)(
m3 m4
−m2 −m3
)
.
Hence M has property [P2]. 
Lemma 3.5. Assume that M is an R-R-bimodule having property [P2] which is torsion free
as a right R-module. Then the left R-module M/Mm has property [P1] and the following
sequence is exact:
M/Mm2
·m3−→ M/Mm2 ·m3−→ M/Mm2. (3.3)
Proof. Since m2 is not a zero divisor of the right R-module M , then the sequence
0 → M ·m2→ M → M/Mm2 → 0
is exact. In fact, this is a sequence of R-R-bimodules since the algebra R is commutative.
Then M/Mm2 has property [P2], by Lemma 3.3. Applying Lemma 3.2 we get the exact
sequence
N ⊕ N (ξ η )−−−−→ N ξη−−−−→ N, where N =
(
M/Mm2 M/Mm2
M/Mm2 M/Mm2
)
.
We have to show the exactness of the sequence
(
M/Mm
M/Mm
) (m3 −m2
m4 −m3
)
·
−−−−−−−−−→
(
M/Mm
M/Mm
) (m3 −m2
m4 −m3
)
·
−−−−−−−−−→
(
M/Mm
M/Mm
)
.
Let x1 and x2 be elements in M such that
(
m3 −m2
m4 −m3
)(
x1 +Mm
x2 +Mm
)
=
(
0 +Mm
0 +Mm
)
.
Then
(
m3 −m2
m4 −m3
)(
x1 0
x2 0
)(
m3 m4
−m2 −m3
)
∈
(
Mm 0
Mm 0
)(
m3 m4
−m2 −m3
)
⊆
(
Mm2 Mm2
Mm2 Mm2
)
,
hence
ξη
(
x1 +Mm2 0 +Mm2
x +Mm2 0 +Mm2
)
=
(
0 +Mm2 0 +Mm2
0 +Mm2 0 +Mm2
)
,2
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(
x1 +Mm2 0 +Mm2
x2 +Mm2 0 +Mm2
)
=
(
m3 −m2
m4 −m3
)(
y1 +Mm2 y2 +Mm2
y3 +Mm2 y4 +Mm2
)
+
(
y5 +Mm2 y6 +Mm2
y7 +Mm2 y8 +Mm2
)(
m3 m4
−m2 −m3
)
for some y1, . . . , y8 ∈ M . This implies that
(
x1 +Mm
x2 +Mm
)
=
(
m3 −m2
m4 −m3
)(
y1 +Mm
y3 +Mm
)
.
Therefore M/Mm has property [P1]. We know that M/Mm2 has property [P1′], by
Lemma 3.2. This gives the exact sequence
(
M/Mm2 M/Mm2
) ·(m3 00 −m3 )−−−−−−−−−→ (M/Mm2 M/Mm2 )
·
(
m3 0
0 −m3
)
−−−−−−−−−→ (M/Mm2 M/Mm2 ),
from which we derive the exactness of (3.3). 
Proposition 3.6. Let M be an R-R-bimodule having property [P2]. If M is torsion free as
a right R-module, then there is a free bimodule resolution
0 → U → W → M → 0.
Furthermore, if the bimodule M is finitely generated then we may assume the same for U
and W .
Proof. We take an exact sequence of R-R-bimodules
0 → U → W → M → 0
such that the bimodule W is free. Obviously W can be finitely generated provided M is
finitely generated. Since the R-R-bimodules can be equivalently considered as R ⊗ R-
modules and the ring R ⊗ R is noetherian, then the bimodule U is finitely generated if W
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commutative diagram with exact columns and upper two rows:
0 0 0
0 U
·m2
W
·m2
M
·m2
0
0 U W M 0
0 U/Um2 W/Wm2 M/Mm2 0
0 0 0
Consequently, the bottom row is also exact. Applying lemma (3.3) we get another commu-
tative diagram with exact columns and upper three rows
W/Wm2
·m3
M/Mm2
·m3
0
0 U/Um2
·m3
W/Wm2
·m3
M/Mm2
·m3
0
0 U/Um2 W/Wm2 M/Mm2 0
0 U/Um W/Wm M/Mm 0
0 0 0
Hence the bottom row is also exact. The bimodule U has the property [P2], by Lem-
mas 3.3 and 3.4. Then U/Um has property [P1], by Lemma 3.5. Since W/Wm is a free
left R-module then U/Um is also free, by Lemma 3.1. Let {bs}s∈S be a set of elements of
U whose residue classes form a basis of the free left R-module U/Um. We want to show
that this set is a basis of the R-R-bimodule U . Since
⋂
i1
Umi ⊆
⋂
i1
Wmi = {0},
then the elements bs , s ∈ S generate the bimodule U , by Nakayama’s lemma. Assume that
∑(
rs,0bs +
∑
rs,ibsm
i
)
= 0,s∈S i2
838 G. Zwara / Journal of Algebra 283 (2005) 821–848where all but a finite number of elements rs,i ∈ R are zero. It follows from the definition
of bs , s ∈ S that rs,0 = 0 for any s ∈ S. Repeating arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.1
and using the fact that U has property [P1′], by Lemma 3.2, we get that rs,i = 0 for any
s ∈ S and i  2. Hence the bimodule U is free. 
4. The proof of Theorem 1.3
Suppose that the exact sequence in modA
0 → Z
(
f˜
g˜
)
−−−−→ Z ⊕ Y (f˜ ,−h˜)−−−−−−−−→ Z → 0 (4.1)
with Z indecomposable does not split and that [Z,Z] − [Y,Y ] = 1. Then f˜ is nilpotent
and Y is not isomorphic to Z. Furthermore,
[Y,Y ] = [Y,Z] = [Z,Y ] = [Z,Z] − 1,
by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 applied to the sequence (4.1). This leads to the following exact
sequences induced by (4.1):
0 → HomA(Y,Z) → HomA(Y,Z ⊕ Y ) → Hom(Y,Z) → 0, (4.2)
0 → HomA(Z,Z) → HomA(Z,Z ⊕ Y ) → rad(Z,Z) → 0, (4.3)
0 → HomA(Z,Y ) → HomA(Z ⊕ Y,Y ) → Hom(Z,Y ) → 0, (4.4)
0 → HomA(Z,Z) → HomA(Z ⊕ Y,Z) → rad(Z,Z) → 0. (4.5)
Let Q be the quiver
y
h
z
g
f
and Λ = kQ/(f 2 −hg) be the quotient of the path algebra of Q by the two-sided ideal gen-
erated by f 2 − hg. We denote by εy and εz the idempotents corresponding to the vertices
y and z, respectively. In particular, 1Λ = εy + εz. It is easy to see that
B = {εy, εz, f i+1, gf i, f ih, gf ih; i  0}
is a multiplicative basis of Λ, that is, B is a basis of the underlying vector space of Λ such
that b1b2 belongs to B or equals zero, for any b1 and b2 in B.
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Φ :Λ → EndA(Y ⊕ Z),
εy →
( 1Y 0
0 0
)
, εz →
( 0 0
0 1Z
)
, f → ( 0 00 f˜ ), g → ( 0 g˜0 0 ) and h → ( 0 0h˜ 0 ).
This allows us to consider the algebra E = EndA(Y ⊕ Z) as a Λ-Λ-bimodule via
λ1 · e · λ2 = Φ(λ1)eΦ(λ2),
for any λ1, λ2 ∈ Λ and e ∈ EndA(Y ⊕ Z). In particular, EndA(Y ) = εyEεy .
Let E′ = ( EndA(Y ) HomA(Z,Y )HomA(Y,Z) rad(Z,Z) ). Then E′ is a subbimodule in E. We derive from a
direct sum of (4.2) and (4.3) the exact sequence
0 → εzE
(f
g
)
·
−−−−→ εzE ⊕ εyE (f,−h)·−−−−−→ εzE′ → 0. (4.6)
We denote by R the algebra εyΛεy with 1R = εy . The set {εy, gf ih; i  0} is a mul-
tiplicative basis of R. Since (gf ih) · (gf jh) = gf i+j+2h, the algebra R is commutative
and it will be convenient to identify R as the subalgebra k[m2,m3] of the polynomial al-
gebra k[m], where gf ih = mi+2 for any i  0. Then EndA(Y ) is an R-R-bimodule. Let
{b1, . . . , bs} be a set of generators of the bimodule EndA(Y ) (for instance we may take a
basis of the finite dimensional vector space EndA(Y )). Let Ω = Λ ⊕⊕si=1(Λεy ⊗ εyΛ).
Since Λεy ⊗ εyΛ is a projective Λ-Λ-bimodule, we may define the bimodule homomor-
phism Ψ :Ω → E,
Ψ
(
λ,λ1εy ⊗ εyλ′1, . . . , λsεy ⊗ εyλ′s
)= λ · 1E + s∑
i=1
λi ·
(
bi 0
0 0
) · λ′i .
Lemma 4.1. The homomorphism Ψ is surjective.
Proof. Since b1, . . . , bs are generators of EndA(Y ), the latter is contained in Im(Ψ ). We
derive from (4.2) the exact squares
HomA(Y,Z)
HomA(Y,f˜ )
HomA(Y,g˜)
HomA(Y,Z)
HomA(Y,g˜)
HomA(Y,f˜ )
EndA(Y )
HomA(Y,h˜)
EndA(Y )
HomA(Y,h˜)
HomA(Y,Z)
HomA(Y,f˜ )
HomA(Y,Z).
Consequently, HomA(Y,Z) = f h · EndA(Y ) + h · EndA(Y ) is contained in the Λ-Λ-bi-
module Im(Ψ ). Similarly, Im(Ψ ) contains
HomA(Z,Y ) = EndA(Y ) · g + EndA(Y ) · gf.
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e = µ1 · 1Z + f˜ e′ + h˜d and e′ = µ2 · 1Z + f˜ e′′ + h˜d ′
for some scalars µ1,µ2 ∈ k and A-homomorphisms d , d ′, e′ and e′′. Hence
e = µ1 · 1Z +µ2 · f˜ + h˜g˜e′′ + f˜ h˜d ′ + h˜d
belongs to
Ψ (µ1 · εz +µ2 · f,0, . . . ,0)+ h · HomA(Z,Y )+ fh · HomA(Z,Y ).
Therefore Im(Ψ ) contains EndA(Z) as well. 
Let Λ′ denote the subspace of Λ generated by B \ {εz}. Furthermore, let Ω ′ = Λ′ ⊕⊕s
i=1(Λεy ⊗ εyΛ). It is easy to see that Λ′ is a two-sided ideal of Λ and Ω ′ is a Λ-Λ-
subbimodule of Ω .
Lemma 4.2. The following sequence is exact:
0 → εzΩ
(f
g
)
·
−−−−→ εzΩ ⊕ εyΩ (f,−h)·−−−−−→ εzΩ ′ → 0. (4.7)
Proof. B induces canonically a basis C of the bimodule Ω such that the set C ∪ {0} is
invariant under left and right multiplications by f , g and h. Furthermore, suitable subsets
of C give bases of the spaces εyΩ , εzΩ , εzΩ ′, Ωεy , Ωεz and Ω ′εz. Now straightforward
calculations on these bases are left to the reader. 
Let J denote the kernel of Ψ :Ω → EndA(Y ⊕Z).
Lemma 4.3. The following sequences are exact:
0 → εzJ
( g
gf
)
·
−−−−→ εyJ ⊕ εyJ (f h,−h)·−−−−−→ εzJ → 0, (4.8)
0 → Jεz
·
( h
fh
)
−−−−→ Jεy ⊕ Jεy ·(gf,−g)−−−−−→ Jεz → 0. (4.9)
Proof. Observe that Ψ (Ω ′) ⊆ E′ and let e denote the element (εz,0, . . . ,0) in Ω . It fol-
lows from the commutative diagram with exact rows
0 Ω ′
Ψ ′
Ω
Ψ
k · e 0
0 E′ E k · 1Z 0
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get the following commutative diagram with exact columns and exact two bottom rows:
0 0 0
0 εzJ
(f
g
)
·
εzJ ⊕ εyJ (f,−h)· εzJ 0
0 εzΩ
(f
g
)
·
εzΩ ⊕ εyΩ (f,−h)· εzΩ ′ 0
0 εzE
(f
g
)
·
εzE ⊕ εyE (f,−h)· εzE′ 0
0 0 0.
Hence the upper row is also exact. Now the exactness of (4.8) follows from joining the
exact squares
εzJ
f ·
g·
εzJ
g·
f ·
εyJ
h·
εyJ
h·
εzJ
f ·
εzJ.
By duality, the sequence (4.9) is also exact. 
Observe that I = εyJ εy is an R-R-subbimodule of εyΩεy = R⊕⊕si=1(R⊗R). Hence
we get the exact sequence of R-R-bimodules
0 → I → R ⊕
s⊕
i=1
(R ⊗R) → EndA(Y ) → 0. (4.10)
In particular, I is torsion free as a right R-module. Obviously the bimodule R⊕⊕si=1(R⊗
R) is generated by the elements e0 = (1,0, . . . ,0) and
ei = (0, . . . ,0,1 ⊗ 1,0, . . . ,0), i = 1, . . . , s.
Furthermore, the bimodule I is finitely generated, since it is a subbimodule of a finitely
generated R-R-bimodule and the ring R ⊗ R is noetherian.
Lemma 4.4. The R-R-bimodule I has property [P2].
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and columns:
0 0 0
0 (εzJ εz)
·( h f h )
( g
gf
)
·
( εzJ εy εzJ εy )
·
( gf
−g
)
( g
gf
)
·
(εzJ εz)( g
gf
)
·
0
0
(
εyJ εz
εyJ εz
) ·( h f h )
( f h −h )·
(
I I
I I
) ·( gf−g )
( fh −h )·
(
εyJ εz
εyJ εz
)
( f h −h )·
0
0 ( εzJ εz )
·( h f h )
( εzJ εy εzJ εy )
·
( gf
−g
)
( εzJ εz ) 0
0 0 0
Now the claim follows from the fact that any commutative diagram in a module category
0 0 0
0 B
α1
α2
C1
β1
γ2
B
α2
0
0 C2
γ1
β2
D
δ1
δ2
C2
β2
0
0 B
α1
C1
β1
B 0
0 0 0
with exact rows and columns induces the exact sequence
D
γ2α1β2δ1−−−−−−−−→ D
(γ1δ1
γ2δ2
)
−−−−−−−−→ D ⊕ D. 
Applying Proposition 3.6 we get an exact sequence of finitely generated R-R-bimodules
0 → U → W → I → 0,
where the bimodules U and W are free. Let {u1, . . . , up} be a basis of the bimodule U and
{w1, . . . ,wq } be a basis of W . Since the endomorphism f˜ is nilpotent, then g˜(f˜ )t−2h˜ = 0
for some t  2. Hence mt is an annihilator of the left R-module EndA(Y ). Consequently, I
contains mt(R ⊕⊕si=1(R ⊗R)), by (4.10). Let zi be an element of W such that its image
is equal to mtei for i = 1, . . . , s.
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R′ = R ⊗ R = k[m2,m3, n2, n3], where the right multiplications by m2 and m3 are re-
placed by the multiplications by n2 and n3, respectively. The algebra R′ is contained in
k[m,n] and the field k(m,n) of fractions of k[m,n] is also the field of fraction of R′. The
tensor product of the R′-module monomorphisms(
R ⊕
s⊕
i=1
(R ⊗R)
)
mt ·−−−→ I →
(
R ⊕
s⊕
i=1
(R ⊗ R)
)
by the flat R′-module k(m,n) leads to the monomorphisms
k(m,n)s → I ⊗R′ k(m,n) → k(m,n)s.
Since the composition is an isomorphism, each of the above maps is an isomorphism of
vector spaces over the field k(m,n). It follows from the exact sequence
0 → U ⊗R′ k(m,n) → W ⊗R′ k(m,n) → I ⊗R′ k(m,n) → 0
that p + s = q . Let D be the (q × q)-matrix with coefficients in R′ such that its rows
represent the elements u1, . . . , up, z1, . . . , zs in the basis w1, . . . ,wq , that is,
u1...
zs

= D

w1...
wq

 .
Lemma 4.5. det(D) = mj for some integer j .
Proof. Let z0 be an element of W whose image in I is equal to mte0. Then (m2 − n2)z0
belongs to U and hence (
m2 − n2)z0 = r ′1u1 + · · · + r ′pup
for some elements r ′i in R′. This implies that
z0 = 1
m2 − n2 · v2 ·

u1...
zs

 , where v2 = [r ′1, . . . , r ′p,0, . . . ,0].
Since the image of mtwi belongs to the R′-submodule in I generated by mte0,mt e1, . . . ,
mtes , then mtwi belongs to the R′-submodule in W generated by u1, . . . , up, z1, . . . , zs
and z0, for i = 1, . . . , q . Consequently, there are a (q × q)-matrix B with coefficients in R′
and elements r1, . . . , rq in R′ such that
m
tw1
...
t

= B

u1...

+

 r1...

 · z0.m wq zs rq
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m
tw1
...
mtwq

= C

u1...
zs

 ,
where
C = B + 1
m2 − n2 ·

 r1...
rq

 · v2
is a (q × q)-matrix with coefficients in the field k(m,n). Consequently, C · D = mt · Iq ,
where Iq denotes the identity matrix. Hence
det(C) · det(D) = mtq.
Let Di be the matrix obtained from B by replacing the ith row by v2, for i = 1, . . . , q .
Applying elementary properties of determinants we get
det(C) = det(B)+ r1
m2 − n2 det(D1)+ · · · +
rq
m2 − n2 det(Dq).
Therefore (m2 − n2) · det(C) is an element of k[m2,m3, n2, n3] and det(D) is a divisor of
(m2 − n2) · mtq in the algebra k[m2,m3, n2, n3]. Replacing (m2 − n2) by (m3 − n3), we
get that det(D) is also a divisor of (m3 − n3) ·mtq . Since k[m2,m3, n2, n3] is contained in
the unique factorization domain k[m,n] and the polynomials
m2 − n2
m− n = m+ n and
m3 − n3
m− n = m
2 +mn + n2
are coprime, then det(D) is a divisor of (m − n)mtq . Therefore det(D) = mj for some
integer j , as (m− n)mj does not belong to k[m2,m3, n2, n3]. 
Applying Lemma 4.5 we get that the coefficients of the matrix mj · D−1 belong
to k[m2,m3, n2, n3]. Hence mjx belongs to the R′-submodule of W generated by
u1, . . . , up, z1, . . . , zs , for any x ∈ W . Therefore mjy belongs to the R′-submodule of I
generated by mte1, . . . ,mtes , for any y ∈ I . Taking y = mt · e0 we obtain a contradiction.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
5. Corollaries and remarks
5.1. Theorem 1.1 can be generalized to other varieties. We give here two examples.
Let Q = (Q0,Q1, s, e) be a finite quiver, where Q0 is the set of vertices, Q1 is the set
of arrows and s, e :Q1 → Q0 are functions such that any arrow α in Q1 has the starting
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Furthermore, we denote by Md ′×d ′′(k) the space of (d ′ × d ′′)-matrices with coefficients
in k, for any positive integers d ′ and d ′′. Then the group GLd(k) =∏i∈Q0GLdi (k) acts on
the affine space repdQ(k) =
∏
α∈Q1 Mde(α)×ds(α) (k) by conjugations
(gi)i∈Q0  (mα)α∈Q1 =
(
ge(α)mαg
−1
s(α)
)
α∈Q1 .
Let d =∑i∈Q0 di and kQ denote the path algebra of Q. Then there is a fibre bundle
Cd →
(
GLd(k)/GLd(k)
)
with typical fiber repdQ(k), where Cd is a connected component of moddkQ(k) (see [4]).
Consequently, Theorem 1.1 remains true if we take the GLd(k)-variety repdQ(k) instead of
moddA(k).
Let P1, . . . ,Pt be parabolic subgroups of G = GLd(k). We consider the projective va-
riety
X = G/P1 × · · · ×G/Pt
equipped with the diagonal action of G. Applying arguments used in [6, §2] we get a
G-equivariant principal H -bundle U → X, where GLd(k) = G × H and U is a GLd(k)-
invariant open subset of repdQ(k), for some quiver Q and sequence d. Thus Theorem 1.1 is
still true if we replace the module variety by the G-variety X.
5.2. Let Q be the Kronecker quiver. Then the orbit closures in repdQ(k) are regular in
codimension one, even if they contain infinitely many orbits [3]. It is an interesting question
whether the orbit closures are regular in codimension one for the other extended Dynkin
quivers.
5.3. We say that two exact sequences in modA
σl : 0 → Zl fl→ Zl ⊕ M gl→ N → 0, l = 1,2,
with fl in rad(Zl,Zl ⊕ M) are equivalent if there is a commutative diagram in modA
0 Z1
f1
i
Z1 ⊕ M
g1
j
N 0
0 Z2
f2
Z2 ⊕ M
g2
N 0
for some isomorphisms i , j . In particular, Z1 is isomorphic to Z2.
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dimOM − dimON = 1. Then there is a unique, up to an equivalence, exact sequence in
modA
0 → Z f→ Z ⊕M g→ N → 0 (5.1)
with a radical morphism f . Furthermore, the module Z is indecomposable.
Proof. Applying Lemma 2.5 we get the exact sequence (5.1) with f radical and Z inde-
composable. Let
σ ′ : 0 → Z′ f
′
→ Z′ ⊕ M g
′
→ N → 0
be an exact sequence in modA with f ′ in rad(Z′,Z′ ⊕ M). By Lemma 2.3 and Proposi-
tion 2.7, [Z ⊕M,M] = [Z ⊕M,N]. Applying Lemma 2.1 for σ ′ and X = Z ⊕M we get
that g factors through g′. This leads to a commutative diagram in modA
0 Z
f
i
Z ⊕ M g
j
N 0
0 Z′
f ′
Z′ ⊕ M g
′
N 0
for some homomorphisms i and j . We conclude from Lemma 2.2 that the induced exact
sequence
0 → Z
(
f
i
)
−−−−→ (Z ⊕M)⊕ Z′ (j,−f
′)−−−−−→ (Z′ ⊕ M)→ 0
splits. Hence i is a section and j is a retraction, as f and f ′ are radical homomorphisms.
This implies that Z is a direct summand of Z′ as well as Z′ ⊕ M is a direct summand of
Z ⊕ M . Consequently, Z is isomorphic to Z′, and i and j are isomorphisms. 
5.4. The bound for the difference of dimensions of EndA(Z) and EndA(Y ) given
in Theorem 1.3 is sharp. We recall here the example given in [1, 5.4]. Let A =
k[α,β]/(α2, β2) and Y and Z be modules in mod4A(k) such that
Y (α) = Z(α) =
( 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
)
, Y (β)=
( 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
)
, Z(β)=
( 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
)
,
and set
f˜ =
( 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
)
, g˜ =
( 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
)
, h˜ =
( 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
)
.0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
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0 → Z
(
f˜
g˜
)
−−−−→ Z ⊕ Y (f˜ ,−h˜)−−−−−→ Z → 0
is exact and dimk EndA(Z)− dimk EndA(Y ) = 2.
5.5. The properties [P1] and [P2] are strongly related to free resolutions of modules
over R = k[m2,m3] and R′ = k[m2,m3, n2, n3], respectively.
Corollary 5.2. Let M be an R′-module. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) M has property [P2];
(2) there is a free resolution
0 → F2 → F1 → F0 → M → 0 of M;
(3) M has a free resolution of finite length.
Proof. Obviously (2) implies (3). Furthermore, (3) implies (1), by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4.
Assume now that M has property [P2]. We take an exact sequence of R′-modules
0 → M ′ → F0 → M → 0,
where the module F0 is free. The module M ′ has property [P2], by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4.
Since M ′ is a torsion free bimodule, then (2) follows from Proposition 3.6. 
Corollary 5.3. Let M be an R-module. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) M has property [P1];
(2) there is a free resolution 0 → F1 → F0 → M → 0 of M;
(3) M has a free resolution of finite length.
Proof. The proof is similar to the previous one. We have to replace Proposition 3.6 by
Lemma 3.1. Furthermore, one can repeat appropriate arguments to get versions of Lem-
mas 3.3 and 3.4 for R-modules. 
Observe that N = (M
M
)
is a k[ξ ]/(ξ2)-module for any R-module M and N ′ = (M ′ M ′
M ′ M ′
)
is a k[ξ, η]/(ξ2, η2)-module for any R′-module M ′, where the residue classes of ξ and η
denote the multiplications
(
m3 −m2
m4 −m3
)· and ·( n3 n4−n2 −n3 ), respectively.
Since the algebras k[ξ ]/(ξ2) and k[ξ, η]/(ξ2, η2) are local and Frobenius, the free mod-
ules over them coincide with the projective modules and with the injective ones. One can
prove that M has property [P1] if and only if N is a free k[ξ ]/(ξ2)-module, and M ′ has
property [P2] if and only if N ′ is a free k[ξ, η]/(ξ2, η2)-module.
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